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20201204  Nugget Falls 
Our friday Discovery outing was at the Glacier. 
Just 4 of us: Kelly, Shawn, Mo & me. Out to falls 
delta mostly to see if goats were around. On a 
bench just north of falls they can be scoped and 
photographed from only ~500 feet away. For 
comparison, closest I can get from my Highlands 
neighborhood is >700 feet. Brought Kowa scope 
for phone-digis * but no Lumix. 

On the way out I glassed standard winter loca-
tions with binos and found nothing: schist penin-
sula, gull rocks, connecting highlands, and on 
eastshore, last buttress toward glacier where Cathy 
& Karla saw a large one on 1129.

04 Bench poser  I was hoping for better reso-
lution from these relative closeups. For example, 
goats below Teepeetree on 1116 were twice this 
distance yet I got way better iPhone digis. How 
come? Oh well, at least this is good enough for 
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some handwaving comments on age & gender.**  

08 How old?  Short, juvenile face, but horns 
way longer than ears, so not a 19-month yearling. 
Probably 2.5 years. Big horn bases for that age, and 
on photo 04, close at base—almost bridged look-
ing. This, plus absence of friends suggests male. 

I’m guessing most 2.5-year ♀s are still with nanny 
groups, while some young ♂s are starting to wander. 
Auto-launch by first rutting impulses, or involuntary 
‘good-riddance’ sendoff from the matriarch?

This’d be too long a walk for a middle- or high-
school class with only one period free. But as a 

* Holding your phone to a tripod-mounted spotscope is called “digiscoping.” For us adults, takes practice. Kids of course 
do it instantly.  **All this is highly speculative.  At age 2.5, ♀♂ differences in horn shape are rarely diagnostic. 

Since 2014—thanks to 
a CBJ-contracted LiDAR 

mission—we’ve been able 
to create these 2-panel 

maps. Leftside strips away 
vegetation to reveal terrain 
contours, while this 6-inch 
pixel CIR (color infrared) 
details habitat structure. 
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http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/gis-geographic-information-systems/lidar/
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half-day trip from TMH or FD, or any of the valley elementary schools, could be nice. You’d 
want clipboards with maps & data forms, laser & compass for pinging goat locations from a 
gpsed base station, a bunch of scopes, tripods, binos, and of course [ :) ] a Discovery Nikon 

P1000 for filming, * allowing realtime no-contact watching on viewfinder. Maybe could 
even bluetooth live to everybody’s phone, so folks could stay spaced, 

tapping their own screengrabs, while instructor elicits 
comments on ID, behavior, etc.  

I forgot to take a context picture. This one is Cathy’s, 
from a couple days ago. All shoreline snow has since 
washed away in rainstorm.  ●  Above is from Emilio’s 

visit 9 years ago. Major terminus retreat & downwasting.

* The P1000 is a telephoto camera I’ve been contemplating that’d deliver ~8x more ‘pixels per goat’ than my longest lens (Lumix 60x) plus 
better 4K video. Question is whether to wait for an option with same “interplanetary” zoom, yet more respectable sensor size.  


